Let > be the usual class of univalent analytic functions on \z\< 1 normalized by /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = 1. Let £ be the linear operator on S given by £/= [(zf)' and let r$,, be the minimum radius of starlikeness of £/ for/in S. In 1947 R. M. Robinson initiated the study of properties of £ acting on S when he showed that r^,, > .38. Later, in 1975, R. W. Barnard gave an example which showed /•s, < .445. It is shown here, using a distortion theorem and Jenkin's region of variability for zf\z)/f(z), f in 5\ that /■«,,> .435. Also, a simple example, a close-to-convex half-line mapping, is given which again shows /->, < .445. proposed a shift for the setting of the problem from the full class S. He showed that for each of the subclasses Si, % and Q, a form of Robinson's \ conjecture does hold, i.e.,
and 2] related results were given for various subclasses of DC and 91. A number of techniques were used to approach these problems; however, with the introduction of convolution theory, a single approach was developed which could solve most of these problems [6] . 
Hence, to show that z-s,[£( §)] > r0 it is (necessary and) sufficient to show that, for/ in S,
J. A. Jenkins [8, p. 110] has shown that the region of variability for W zf'(z)/f(z),f in S, is exactly the set given by (4) |log^|<log((l+r)/(l-r)). 
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Let d(p,6) denote the left-hand side of (7). Now, W is constrained to be on 8/ . We note for W on 8/ and for p 5= 1 that 6 decreases with increasing p and d(p,6) increases with p. Thus, to find the minimum of d(p, 6), we may constrain W to be on 8/ with p < 1. For p < 1, the arc 8/ is monotonie; therefore, p may be written in terms of 6 as p = p(6) = exp(-\JB2 -62), where B = log((l + rQ)/(\ -/■")) and 0 =s 6 =£ B. Multiplying (8) and (9) Equation (13) defines 60 implicitly in terms of r0. Then r0 is found as the first positive root of (8) .
In order to find r0 we will show that d(p0, 60) has only one zero on 0 < r0 < .44.
Then we may apply Newton's method to obtain .435659 < r{) < .435660. (For convenience, we will drop the subscript on r0.) The critical step in the argument is to show that 6 is an increasing function of r on 0 < r < .44. Differentiating ( 
